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Query Analysis

Query: How will my health be?

Vedic astrology says that health of a person is determined to a large extent by the position of his 
ascendant. The ascendant represents the body and the placement of the ascendant and the 
ascendant lord says a lot about the trends in the person's health.

Sun is the significator of health and moon is the significator of heart. If these planets are well-
placed then health remains good. If any of the above plants are troubled or are under ill-effect 
then the influence of that planet becomes malefic and the benefits are lost.

 

Analysis

Planets for the query

Jupiter
Since the ascendant lord is in a negative state, your horary-chart cautions you to be prepared to 
put down any difficulty that you might have to face on your path of progress. 
As you are confident to tackle all the problems, you must hit your target in time. So, overlook any 
unnecessary doubt, move forward.

 
   Status
   The planet is combust. A combust planet loses its auspiciousness. It will not give you positive 
results. If there are other positive combinations present, its ill-effects will be reduced.

   The planet is placed in an enemy sign. It may not give you positive results.
   The planet is placed with enemies. This will reduce the auspiciousness of the planet.
   The planet is placed with friendly planets. This will enhance the positive influence of this 
planet.

Sun
In your horary-chart, since the karaka lord is in a strong state, it is having a positive impact on 
your prospects. Due to this positive planetary state, you will first carry out all your duties with 
responsibility. As a result, you will get the desirable profit without any difficulty.

 
   Status
   The planet is debilitated. It reduces the auspiciousness of the planet.
   The planet is placed with friendly planets. This will enhance the positive influence of this 
planet.

Moon
Since the karaka lord is in an unfavorable state, you may have to struggle to get the desired 
objective. Work hard and implement all your plans properly, you might be able to increase your 
profit. 

However, for desirable profit, you may have to wait for the favorable planetary state.
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   Status
   The planet is placed with enemies. This will reduce the auspiciousness of the planet.

Houses for the query

First
There are some inauspicious influences on the significator planet for this house or on the house 
itself.

Since the significator planet is not well-placed, you may have to tackle certain problems. As you 
want to get the expected outcome, work hard, there are chances might get the desirable result in 
time.

 

Yogas in the chart

Budh-Aditya Yoga is present in the horary chart.
In your horary-chart, since Mercury and Sun are placed in an exalted sign. Due to this favorable 
planetary combination, earn dignity and honor in the society without any difficulty. 

If all the other planets are also in a favorable state, Budh-Aditya yoga I. e. a favorable planetary 
combination of Mercury and Sun will also have a positive impact on your health and fitness. 
Besides, it will also help to boost your morale. 

If you are a Govt. employee, under the above positive combination of Mercury and Sun, you will 
also get good profit from your job. 

However, what is notable is that all the above dreams and desires are likely fulfill when all the 
concerned planets in your horary-chart are in a positive state. 

If any of the concerned planets is a bit unfavorable, you may have to wait to fulfill all your above 
desires.

 
Gaga-Kesari Yoga is present in the horary chart.
In a horary-chart when Moon and Jupiter are combined positively, their combination results into a 
yoga called Gaga-Kesari Yoga.

Due to the strong impact of Gaga-Kesari yoga, you will get good income without any difficulty. In 
the meantime, if all the concerned planets in your horary-chart are also in a positive state, there 
are strong chances that you will also get good profit from your business as well.

Due to the positive placements of all the planets in your horary-chart, the Gaga-Kesari Yoga will 
also help you become ambitious.

Under the strong impact of all the positive planetary state, the Gaga-Kesari Yoga also helps to 
fulfill all your ambitions.
Due to this Yoga, you will also get the blessings of great people.

If all the concerned planets and planetary combinations in your horary-chart are in a positive 
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state, the Gaga-Kesari Yoga will help you to get every happiness that you wan to get. 

 

Conclusion
Because of weak planetary placement in your horary chart you may have to face health related 
problems. Pay extra attention to your health right now. Do not do anything that may affect your 
health. 

Be careful and in control of your diet and nutritional regime. Consult your doctor immediately in 
case you feel any health related problem.
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Planetary Positions

Planets Dir Rashi Lord Degrees Nakshatra-Qtr Karak ---

Ascendant Pisces Jupiter 12:32:42 U.Bhadra-3

Sun Direct Libra Venus 11:5:53 Swati-2 Father Debilitated

Mercury Direct Libra Venus 23:25:33 Vishakha-2 Intellect Neutral

Venus Direct Virgo Mercury 23:20:40 Chitra-1 Spouse Debilitated

Mars Direct Virgo Mercury 9:28:44 Uttara-4 Courage

Jupiter Direct Libra Venus 9:46:54 Swati-1 Wealth Enemy House

Saturn Direct Sagittarius Jupiter 0:10:41 Moola-1 Longevity Neutral

Moon Direct Capricorn Saturn 16:47:5 Sravana-3 Mother

Rahu Retro Cancer Moon 26:12:34 Ashlesha-3 Desire

Ketu Retro Capricorn Saturn 26:12:34 Dhanishta-1 Emancipation

Planet positions.

Planets Ava-3 Ava-5 Ava-6 Ava-9 Ava-10 Ava-12

Sun Yuva Shanta Shayan

Mercury Supta Kumar Mudita Khala Shanta Agam

Venus Vriddha Mudita Pramudita Shanta Prakashana

Mars Supta Kumar Pramudita Shanta Sabhastha

Jupiter Swapna Vriddha Kshudita Deena Shanta Sabhastha

Saturn Supta Kumar Mudita Dhukhita Shanta Gamana

Moon Swapna Baala Deena Shanta Koutaka

Rahu Swapna Yuva Kshudita Deena Peedita Koutaka

Ketu Baala Lajjita Vikal Shanta Gamana


